JAPAN WELCOMES
AMERICAN FLEET

ANCHORS AT YOKOHAMA

Amid Salutes.

MYRIADS SHOUT GREETING

Received on Arrival by Japanese Warships.

CITY GAY WITH BUNTING

Presented by Yankton, White Butte,

Horry Bays the illustrious Railroad

Newspapers Roland Reed as the Greatest in History.

YOKOHAMA, Oct. 11.—A man 15.000 American naval ships are now anchored 12 miles at sea from the coast of Japan. A crowd of over 100,000 Japanese lined the streets to cheer the arrival of the American Fleet.

The American ships are being received with the greatest enthusiasm by the people of Japan. The Japanese government has announced that the fleet will remain in port for several weeks.

NEVADA ROBBED OF BULLION TAX

WITH SEE EVERY DIVIDEND-PAYING MINE IN STATE.

May Indians Official for Persuay; Governor Also Orders All Entities to Ship.

PARSON, Nov. 6.— ranchers in Nevada will now have to collect a $500 per ton bull-ion tax on all new mines. The Nevada mining industry has been hit hard by the recent depression and the state government is determined to do all it can to help the industry.

LANDSLIDE ONLY CAN DEFEAT TAFT

Political Horizon Has Changed Color.

BRYAN'S CHANCES DECREASE

Doubling States Swing into Republican Ranks.

TAFT HELPS OWN FIGHT

New York, Illi- nois, and Illinois are now as vital for Big Politics—Change in Cond. Time In Two Weeks.

CHINESE REVIVE

SCHOOL QUESTION

DEACON NAPPA GIRLS ARE ADMITTED TO WHITE SCHOOL.

Daughters of California-Born Missionaries, Equal Education Rights.

The revival of Chinese education is expected to make a great difference in the political horizon of the Pacific coast. The deacon nappa girls, who were previously denied the right to attend white schools, are now being admitted.

TURKEY WANTS TO

FIGHT BULGARIA

Mobilizes Army in Asia Minor in Haste.

WAR MAY COME IN FEW HOURS

Angry Because Bulgaria Refused to Negotiate.

POWERS URGED MODERATION

Turkish students and sympathetic organizations have been called upon to urge the Powers to moderate their demands.
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The Whirl of Events.

PLAN FETE FOR TEDDY

Rossmore's Visit to Montana Is Actually Dedicated to Exponent.

CALM, Egypt, Oct. 11.—A prominent American newspaper editor, who is visiting in Egypt, has expressed the opinion that the visit of Mr. Roosevelt to the Middle East will have a great influence on the future of the region.

Two More Libel Suits
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WHOLE FAMILIES DIE IN FLAMES

Children Victims of Forest Fires.

BABI BURNEE MEETS DEATH

North and South Dakota, May 1899—Survivors Die in Northern States.

BRADY, M. J. S.

80 Square Miles.

ALPINE, Wyo., Oct. 17.—The massacre of the miners at the mine of the Apache Gold Mining Company has been officially confirmed. The death toll is now 80, and the search for the remaining survivors is still continuing.

OUT OF BEARD IN ANGER

Champion of Romance, Intoxicated.

by Ansel M. Record

Lawrence and San Francisco Express.

RISKS VS.

A man in Lawrence, Mass., who is said to have been a well-known author of romance novels, has been arrested for intoxication.

TRUST'S NOSE TWISTED

California State Board Forces American Trust to Conform to Laws.

BAYARD, Oct. 10.—A well-known American trust, which has been operating in violation of the laws of California, has been forced to conform.

SIX CHILDREN HARDER.

Part of the State of California.

The State of California has declared war on the American trust, which has been operating in violation of the laws of California.

OHIO, Oct. 7.—A well-known American trust, which has been operating in violation of the laws of Ohio, has been forced to conform.

By a vote of 60,000, the American trust was declared to be in violation of the laws of Ohio.